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ON WHERE WE ARE



CLIMATE CHANGE
Non-evolutionary conditions

https://www.ijpr.org/environment-energy-and-transportation/2021-01-13/climate-change-in-oregon-by-the-numbers-from-0-1-to-200



Species on the move:
New distribution patterns

http://maps.tnc.org/migrations-in-motion/#4/39.74/-104.63



MASS EXTINCTION
75% of species lost

www.cnn.com/2016/12/12/world/sutter-vanishing-help/index.html



www.nytimes.com /interactive/2012/06/01/opinion/sunday/are-we-in-the-midst-of-a-sixth-mass-extinction.html



What if we practiced the fact
that we don’t have to solve this alone?



ON SOLITUDE



Normative landscape 
architectural practice 
focuses on humans

“we work 
for them”

“they work 
for us”

“us”

“them”



30 out of 161 ASLA-awarded projects (19%) explicitly 
“include animals” over the last five years



When we include 
animals our focus shifts



But we have much 
to learn



Including Animals

A syllabus
A design process
A practice

Caroline Fitzpatrick



ON COLLABORATION



Perceive the world 
as occupied by 
non-human 
neighbors



Ali Pugiales + Sierra Nevada red fox



prairie dogs



red-breasted sapsucker



American beaver



Understand the 
collaborative 
potential of our 
non-human 
neighbors

In Translation
Rachel Spencer + Jill Stone + emerald ash borer + eastern gray squirrel

What Lies Beneath
Jamie Willeke + earthworms



Animal Agency

Cavities and structuresSeed dispersal

Tori Talbot 



Animal Agency

PollinationAeration

Tori Talbot 



Animal Agency

DammingWood fragmentation

Tori Talbot 



ON EDUCATION



Including Animals

A syllabus
A design process
A practice

Caroline Fitzpatrick



themes and
theories

precedents
and praxis

landscape
architecture

lens
develop a verbal and visual language for landscape architects

biocultural restorationecosystem engineers animal perception adaptive management

Biocultural Restoration of 
an Ahupua’a

Ivory Billed Woodpecker
Photo: Cornell Ornithology Lab

Red fox
Photo: Maggie Bruce

Wetland Monitoring
Photo: Environment Canada

co-creation

3 Newts : 120 Minutes
Photo: Justin Kau

urban rewilding

North Branch Canal, Chicago
Photo: Urban Rivers

Readings

Precedent studies

Designs + 
fieldwork



What is an animals’ aesthetic?
(Can we problematize notions of good design?)
What can humans do to facilitate animal activity?

Co-Creation

Jessica Segall | Fugue in B Flat



How do animals construct their worlds?
What functions do animals provide in the creation and maintenance of ecosystems?
Are some animal ecological functions more suited to urban environments than others?

Ecosystem Engineers



How do animals perceive their worlds?
What do humans provide in an (urban) environment to foster animal comfort, health and pleasure?
What aspects of urban environments are appealing or unappealing to animals?

Temple Grandin, Curved cattle chute

Animal Perception



How can we integrate human values in ecological restoration?
What processes engender nonlinear, holistic relationships between humans and animals?
What practiced knowledge of animals, plants, and ecological relationships exist from long stewardship with lands?

Biocultural Restoration | Traditional Ecological Knowledge

Cecilia Vicuña | Beach Ritual (near Athens) | 2017



What is missing in robust urban habitat?
Can we model urban habitats on regional ecosystems?
What animals are necessary for regional environmental self-regulation?
What conflicts exist between humans and animals in urban contexts?

Rewilding

South Congress Bridge | Austin, TX



Understanding design partner species

Example | Eastern red bat 
  Kyle Skrapits



Conflict species at UO Urban Farm
  Jenna Witzleben



Co-design propositions

Example | Reducing conflict with slugs
  Jenna Witzleben



03/ DESIGN WORKSHOP
Challenge/Species Mix-and-Match: 
Groups provided set of (virtual) cards that 
have urban challenges and non-human 
animals. Pick 1 challenge and 1-2 non-
human species. The cards describe the 
needs/preferences of those species, and 
their special talents. Goal is to sketch 
ways to collaborate with that species on 
that challenge.

Jenna Witzleben

Designing design processes

Example | Animal + Urbanism workshop cards
  Jenna Witzleben



Regional and temporal considerations

Example | Seed dispersal in the 
Pacific Northwest
  Tori Talbot



Field testing

Feedback loops
  Tori Talbot
  Caroline Fitzpatrick



Margo Barajas + marmot (Larry)



Jamie Willeke + earthworms



Petar Iliev + deer tick



Alexis Griffin + owlet moths



Alexis Griffin + owlet moths



Jutsin Kau + red eft



Rachel Spencer + Jill Stone + emerald 
ash borer + eastern gray squirrel



Jenna Witzleben + western gray squirrel



CO-CREATING WITH ANIMALS

Awareness
To see the world as full of others, with robust lives, agency and purpose

Mutual respect
To engage those others in “multispecies getting on together”

Decentering design(ers)
To understand design as a limited spatial and temporal event in the evolution of a community-place

Resilient and Healthy
To engage all community members in stewarding the health of communities-in-place


